Impaired Peripheral Vasomotion
in Diabetes
has been hypothesized that the periodicopening and closing of vessels may serve
to direct the distribution of blood flow
within the capillary network (6). Furthermore, Wilkin (7) uses Poiseuille's law to
explain that the resistance of a vessel
whose diameter changes sinusoidally is
OBJECTIVE — To test the hypothesis that vasomotion, the rhythmic contraction exhibited characteristically less than a similar vessel
by small arteries and arterioles, is impaired in diabetic subjects compared with healthy control of equal mean diameter but whose diamsubjects.
eter does not change. Collectively, the
data suggest that vasomotion may be reRESEARCH DESIGN A N D METHODS— We mathematically modeled the oscillasponsible for lowering effective vessel retions in laser Doppler microvascular measurements taken from the pulpar surface of the index
finger in 20 healthy control subjects and 20 age-matched diabetic subjects (8 with type I and 12 sistance and increasing flow to allow for
with type 11 diabetes). The mean duration of diabetes was 17.1 ± 2.3 years, and mean HbAu. was proper tissue perfusion and oxygen sup9. 1 ± 0.4%. Blood flow was measured for 5 min as subjects rested quietly in a closed room. Fast ply.
Fourier transformation was performed to provide the frequency power spectrum of each recordVasomotion appears to be a periing. Amplitude of vasomotion was correlated with six quantitative measurements of neuropathy. odic phenomenon, characterized not by a
unique frequency, but rather a distribuRESULTS — Diabetic subjects had impaired low-frequency oscillation vasomotion in 75% of tion of frequencies centered around a funage-matched patients (15 of 20 patients), with mean amplitudes of 24.9 ± 6.4 vs. 129.0 ± 33.2
damental frequency with the highest am(P < 0.0039). Of six somatic and autonomic neuropathy variables, only the warm thermal
plitude
(6,8). Because of this property,
sensory threshold correlated significantly with the mean amplitude of vasomotion (r = —0.75,
power spectral analysis (usually Fourier
P < 0.0009).
transformation) of microvascular blood
CONCLUSIONS — Patterns of peripheral vasomotion are clearly disordered in diabetes. flow measurements has been used to deThe loss of low-frequency oscillations observed here suggests a peripheral vascular abnormality tect certain frequencies of vasomotion in
that extends past the capillary network to arterial vessels. It is uncertain whether the accompa- various models. Two distinct ranges of
nying small unmyelinated nerve C-fiber dysfunction is a cause or consequence of the impaired fundamental frequencies have been
microvascular function. Measurement of vasomotion may prove useful as a novel test for pe- found to be the most prominent: a lowripheral neurovascular function.
frequency band and a high-frequency
band. The low-frequency band is composed of oscillations of 1-2 cpm and has
mpaired regulation of blood flow in the
Recent attention has been given to been termed "slow-wave" vasomotion,
diabetic periphery has been implicated one such component of vascular function while the high-frequency band contains
in the development of diabetic neurop- that may help provide insight to this ques- oscillations of 10-20 cpm, labeled "fastathy (1). Despite this, it is uncertain tion: blood vessel vasomotion. Vasomo- wave" vasomotion (9).
whether the vascular component repre- tion is the spontaneous rhythmic oscillaIn various animal models of vasosents a primary mechanism, plays a facil- tion of vessel diameter in arterioles and motion, certain properties have been esitative role, or itself occurs as a result of venules. Microscopic photometry of bat tablished under normal conditions. One
subclinical neural dysfunction. To date, wing vessels provided comprehensive such model uses the hamster skinfold
measurements of skin blood flow in hu- documentation of the existence of vaso- window and video microscopy for reman subjects have produced conflicting motion (4). Fagrell et al. (5) found these cording images. This enables the quantiresults (2,3) and have not demonstrated same rhythmic variations in flow present fication of rhythmic diameter changes in
an obvious relationship with the presence in human skin microvasculature when arterial microcirculation (6). These findof neuropathy. As such, it may be instruc- the surface temperature of the tissue was ings have revealed that frequency and
tive to consider other components of mi- <34°C. While the exact physiological changes in peak-to-peak amplitude correrole of vasomotion remains uncertain, it
crovascular perfusion.
late to mean diameter. That is, the fundamental frequency of vasomotion increases
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Diabetic vasomotion

bloodflowrecording blocked in Fig. JA.

Skin blood flow
of LDF as a technique for vasomotion
analysis has led to new information regarding the role of vasomotion in microvascular control as well as the effect of
pathological states on cardiovascular hemodynamics (9). For example, using
LDF, finger cutaneous blood flow in patients with acute heart failure has been
shown to be significantly reduced. With
respect to vasomotion, this reduction in
flow was accompanied by sudden interruptions of the rhythmic oscillations (10).
Fourier transformation of laser
Doppler skin blood flow measurements is
capable of identifying certain frequencies
of spontaneous vasomotion, as described
in other models. Using this approach, we
report here that vasomotion is profoundly
altered in diabetic subjects and, further,
that decreased vasomotor amplitude correlates with the loss of thinly myelinated
C-fiber function.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODS
Subjects
Forty subjects for the study included 20
normal healthy control subjects aged
18-72 years and 20 age-matched diabetic
subjects. All subjects were volunteers for a
larger study investigating cutaneous
blood flow reactivity in diabetic neuropathy. Diabetic subjects included in the
present study were selected by age matching to within ± 2 years the age of their
respective control subjects. Data from all
of the control subjects in that larger study
were included here, and diabetic subjects
were selected solely on the availability of
an age-matched control subject, then alphabetically in the case of duplicate
matches. Of the diabetic subjects, 8 had
IDDM, while the other 12 had NIDDM.
Mean duration of disease for the diabetic

Laser Doppler techniques were used to
assess cutaneous microvascular flow from
the pulpar surface of the left index finger.
The Laserflo Blood Perfusion Monitor
(BPM 403A, Vasamedics, St. Paul, MN)
uses laser Doppler noninvasively to measure erythrocyte volume and velocity in
the upper horizontal plexus of the skin.
The upper horizontal plexus contains
lower-order nonelastic terminal arterioles, capillaries, and postcapillary
venules (14). From these measurements
of velocity and volume, the monitor calculates an overall measure of flow in units
of milliliters per minute per 100 g of
tissue.
Subjects were acclimated for at
least 10 min in a quiet well-lit room. Fiveminute blood flow recordings were taken
as each subject rested alone in the closed
room. All subjects listened to the same
classical music through headphones at a
volume that they could control.
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patients was 17.1 ± 2.3 years, while mean
HbAlc was 9.1 ± 0.4%. We excluded
o
subjects with any clinical signs of peripho
eral vascular disease such as absent or diminished pedal pulses, lower extremity
skin changes or hair loss or ulcerations of
any kind. Of the 20 diabetic subjects, 8
_O
had retinopathy on funduscopic examiII.
nation. Of those, four diabetic subjects
jjjj
were considered to have background, one
a
a
to have preproliferative, and three to have
o
a
proliferative retinopathy. Three of them
(the preproliferative and two of the proa>
(I)
liferative patients) had had previous laser
treatment.
All diabetic patients had clinically
Time (minutes)
diagnosed neuropathy according to the
American Diabetes Association and the
American Academy of Neurology criteria
as demonstrated by the presence of at
least one of the following: clinical signs
and/or symptoms, abnormal nerve conduction velocities, abnormal quantitative
sensory testing at the dominant great toe,
or abnormal quantitative autonomic
function tests (11,12). Based upon the
neurological symptom score, the neurological disability score, the quantitative
sensory tests, and the quantitative autonomic function tests, these patients have
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
been classified as having mild-toFrequency (cycles / minute)
moderate neuropathy (13). None of the
subjects had clinical symptoms or signs of
Figure 1—A: an example ojan actual laser Doppler bloodflowrecording. The blocked portion signifies
ulnar or median entrapment syndromes.
a 5-min period that was subjected to FFTjor vasomotion analysis. B: an example o/FFI ojthe 5-min
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The stimulus intensity (peak-to-peak amplitude in microns) was subjected to the
established algorithm until the threshold
was achieved. The Physitemp Thermal
Sensitivity Tester NTE-2 (Physitemp) was
used to present the thermal stimuli. The
null (comparison) stimulus for warm
thermal sensation was 35°C, and the positive stimulus was between 35 and 45°C
For cold thermal sensation, the comparison stimulus was 25°C and the positive
stimulus was between 0 and 25°C.
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Data analysis
Flow values recorded by the blood flow
monitor were temporally averaged during
data collection over 5 s to act as a highpass filter. The output voltage data from
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
the blood flow monitor was sampled every
2 s by custom-written data acquisition
B
Control
NIDDM (Age Matched)
software that interfaces with an analogue
to digital data acquisition board (DAS-8
120
board, Keithley Metrabyte, Taunton,
MA). Voltage data were converted math80
ematically back to flow values then were
subjected to spectral analysis by using fast
40
Fourier transformation (FFT). FFT serves
to identify rhythmic components (imbed0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
ded sine waves) of changes (oscillations)
in the data over time (Fig. IA and B). This
120
provides a measurement of the frequency
as well as the amplitude of oscillations.
80
Before statistical analysis, the amplitude at each frequency was divided by
each subject's mean blood flow over the
5-min period to adjust for mean flow level
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
during the session. Total vasomotion for
the session was then calculated as area
under the curve. The data were found to
be parametric, and a univariate analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed to test
for a between-subjects effect of diabetes
on amplitude of vasomotion. Correlation
coefficients were generated comparing va0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
somotion amplitude with each index of
Figure 2—A: FFT of bloodflowfrom subject pairs 1-8. Diabetic subjects included in these subject pairs neuropathy, age, duration of diabetes,
are all insulin dependent. Control subjects had greater amplitudes ofvasomotion in 7 of 8 subject pairs. and diabetes control (HbAlc).
B: FFT of bloodflowfrom subject pairs 9-20. Diabetic subjects in these subject pairs are non-insulinA pilot study to determine repeatdependent. Control subjects had greater amplitude ofvasomotion in 8 of 12 subject pairs.
ability of vasomotion was conducted in
three young healthy control subjects.
Central autonomic function
Sensory function
Quadruplicate measurements of vasomoThe QMED Monitor One NDX was used Vibration and thermal sensory function tion were conducted on separate days and
to assess cardiovascular reflex responses were measured at the plantar surface of for longer intervals up to 10 min. Vasovia three chest electrodes. The monitor the dominant hallux. A two-alternative motion was essentially identical when
measures the R-R responses to deep forced-choice psychophysical procedure measured for 5 or 10 min in the same
breathing (the E:l index), a Valsalva ma- was used that has also been previously session, with a coefficient of variation
neuver, and a change in posture. Detailed described (15). The Physitemp Vibratron (CV) of 10.4% (range 0.9-47.4%). When
methods for these tests have been de- II vibrometer (Physitemp, Clifton, NJ) duplicated on the same day, vasomotion
was used to present the vibration stimuli. showed a CV of 37% (range 3.3-62.3%).
scribed previously (15).
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tion and the existence of neuropathy, correlation analyses were performed. Of the
six neuropathy variables, only warm thermal sensation correlated significantly
with subjects' vasomotion amplitude (r =
- 0 . 7 5 , P < 0.0009). Pearson's coefficients are listed for each correlation in Table 2, and the significant (P < 0.0009)
negative correlation (r = —0.75) between
warm thermal sensation and vasomotion
amplitude is graphically depicted in
Fig. 4.

When repeated on different days, the CV
was 45.7% (range 35.9-55.8%).
RESULTS— FFT of blood flow data
recorded with laser Doppler techniques
was sensitive to low-frequency vasomotion oscillations of < 6 cpm. Amplitude of
vasomotion for diabetic subjects (mean
24.9 ± 6.4) was significantly less than the
group mean for their respective agematched control subjects (129.0 ± 33.2,
P < 0.0039). We considered vasomotion
to be impaired when a diabetic subject's
vasomotion (as area under the curve) was
less than one-third that of his or her respective age-matched control subject. Using this criterion, impaired vasomotion
was expressed in 75% (15 of 20) of the
diabetic subjects (Fig. 2A and B).
1DDM subjects (25.0 ±11.9) did
not differ significantly from NIDDM subjects (24.8 ± 7.5) in amplitude of vasomotion (P > 0.9850). Diabetic subjects
with retinopathy were not significantly
different from those without retinopathy
in amplitude of vasomotion (36.5 ± 9 . 7
vs. 17.1 ± 7.9, P > 0.1214). Complete
FFT of the 5-min blood flow recordings
for each of the 20 subject pairs can be
found in Fig. 2A and B; the mean amplitudes for control subjects and diabetic patients are depicted in Fig. 3.
Means for all three autonomic
function tests were significantly lower in
diabetic subjects compared with control
subjects (P < 0.05). Vibratory, warm
thermal, and cold thermal sensation
thresholds were all significantly higher in
diabetic neuropathic patients as expected
(P < 0.01). Summary data (means and
SE) for the 20 subject pairs are listed in
Table 1.
To determine the possible relationships between alterations in vasomo718

Laser Doppler flow vasomotion
We have shown that peripheral vasomotion is clearly impaired in the diabetic microvasculature. The loss of vasomotion
observed in diabetic subjects examined in
this study is manifested particularly in the
region of low-frequency oscillations
(slow-wave flow motion). It remains
questionable whether higher-frequency
oscillations can be detected using laser
Doppler blood flow measurements. To
date, fast-wave vasomotion in the human
skin and some animal models has not
been found under control conditions using laser Doppler techniques (8,16) but
can be induced during reactive hyperemia
and occurs in patients with limb ischemia
(17). It is possible that in future studies,
increasing the sampling rate of the blood
flow monitor will allow data collection
that is sensitive to higher-frequency oscillations. It is conceivable that fast-wave va-

Vasomotion and C-fiber dysfunction
Studies examining the mechanisms underlying the development of diabetic neuropathy have suggested that decreased
nutritive capillary blood flow results from
shunting of blood directly from the arterial to venous circulations (20). The

Table 1—Summary data for 40 age-matched subjects

n
Age (years)
Duration of disease (years)
HbAlc (%)
Autonomic variables
E:I ratio
Valsalva ratio
Postural ratio
Sensory variables
Vibratory threshold (log microns)
Warm thermal threshold (°C)
Cold thermal threshold (°C)
Vasomotion
Amplitude (area under curve)

Control
subjects

Diabetic
subjects

20
45.9 ± 3.2

20
45.9 ± 3.2
17.1 ± 2 . 3
9.1 ± 0 . 4

1.26 ± 0.05
1.53 ± 0.07
1.44 ± 0.06

1.12 ± 0.03
1.28 ± 0.07
1.13 ± 0 . 0 5

0.056
0.0189
0.0008

2.85 ± 0.40
3.32 ± 0.417
0.43 ± 0.05

8.58 ± 1.37
7.79 ± 0.85
4.90 ± 1.54

0.0003
0.0001
0.0062

24.9 ± 6.4

0.0039

129.0 ± 33.2

P value

Data are means ± SE.
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Figure 3—Mean vasomotion for control and diabetic subjects. The difference between groups was
significant (P = 0.0039, ANOVA).
CONCLUSIONS

somotion also is impaired in disease states
such as diabetes.
The differences in low-frequency
oscillations reported here suggest that diabetes not only affects the exchange vessels, but is also the result of dysfunction at
the level of the upstream arterioles. This is
apparent because the vascular components directly sampled using laser Doppler techniques are predominantly capillaries and postcapillary venules of the
upper horizontal plexus that exhibit little
variation in vessel diameter and hence do
not contribute to rhythmic changes in
blood flow. Thus, the vasomotor waveforms observed in the blood flow measurements appear to result from the propagation of contraction/relaxation cycles in
arteriolar smooth muscle (6). Studies using experimental animal microcirculatory
preparations have shown that vasomotion
frequency decreases with increasing arteriolar diameter (6,8,18,19). If these experimental studies are applicable to the
present data, it is possible that altered
function of arterioles, several branch orders before the capillary bed, contributes
to the altered vasomotion pattern seen in
the diabetic subjects.
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mechanism for this shunting action is presumably via arteriovenous anastomoses
(A-V shunts), which run parallel to the
nutritive capillary bed in the distal finger.
At the site we have sampled (pulpar aspect of left index finger), laser Doppler
skin blood flow values of vessels of the
upper horizontal plexus are greatly affected by flow through A-V shunts. It is
known that these A-V shunts are subject
to autonomic regulation because they are
highly sympathetically innervated (21).
Mow is decreased through A-V shunt closure upon sympathetic activation, while
opening occurs when basal sympathetic
tone is withdrawn. Thus, total digital cutaneous flow is controlled by sympathetic
nerves via mostly a±- and « 2 ' a drenergic
receptors (21,22). The adrenergic receptors, usually signaled by thermoreceptors
in the skin, access both centrally and locally mediated reflex pathways to transmit information (23). We have previously
shown a2-adrenergic receptor downregulation associated with orthostasis in autonomic neuropathic patients (24), and it
seems feasible that disordered neural regulation may contribute to the vasomotor
disturbance.
Unmyelinated C-fibers, which
constitute the central reflex pathway, are
assumed to be damaged in diabetic neuropathy, leaving only the local axon reflex
to control cutaneous vasculature (25). We
have previously shown that abnormalities
in C-fiber function correlate with abnormalities in total skin blood flow in diabetic patients with neuropathy (26), and
hence, we examined relationships between indicators of neuropathy and vasomotion patterns. That vasomotion ampliDIABETES CARE, VOLUME 19,

NUMBER 7, JULY
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Vasomotion regulatory mechanisms
Much like the debate over dysregulated
blood flow in diabetic patients with neuropathy, be it central/neural or local/

myogenic, a similar argument exists over
the origin and control of vasomotion.
Schechner and Braverman (27) found
synchrony of vasomotion in two comparable sites on contralateral limbs of human subjects. Synchrony is defined as the
superimposability of two separate waveforms with respect to shape, periodicity,
and phase. The presence of contralateral
synchrony is presumed to be due to regulation by the same autonomic signal,
while bursts of asynchrony represent brief
interruptions by local influences. In addition, Bernardi (28) has shown the ability
to blunt rhythmic vasomotor oscillations
via pharmacological sympathectomy, also
suggesting a centralized control of vasomotion. However, potent local vasodilators such as acetylcholine and sodium nitroprusside have been shown to reduce
the percentage of amplitude vasomotion,
and local suppression of endotheliumderived relaxing factors has caused
changes in vasomotion without altering
mean arterial pressure (19). Furthermore,
patterns of vasomotion have been observed in single cannulated arteries isolated from the hamster cheek pouch (29).
In light of such findings, it has been suggested that vasomotion originates from
local pacemakers within the arteriolar
smooth muscle and is modulated by local
vasoactive factors and central neural influences. Since studies of both human and
experimental diabetes have demonstrated
alterations in microvascular reactivity and
the production/availability of vasoactive
factors (30-33), it remains feasible that
abnormalities in vasomotion could result
from nerve dysfunction, vascular abnormalities, or both.
Changes in the structure of endoneurial capillaries have been reported in
human diabetes (34-36), and diabetes
has been shown to lead to reduced endothelial antioxidant capacity (37) and production of nitric oxide (31). Because en-

Table 2—Neuropathy variables correlated with amplitude of vasomotion

E:I index
Valsalva maneuver
Postural maneuver
Vibratory sensation
Warm thermal sensation
Cold thermal sensation

Control patients

Diabetic patients

0.11
-0.25
-0.10
-0.17
-0.30
-0.06

-0.02
-0.21
-0.05
-0.09
-0.75*
-0.09

Correlation coefficients are Pearson's r. *Signifkant correlation, P < 0.0009.
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Figure 4—A scatter plot of warm thermal sensation threshold correlated with amplitude of vasomotion. Pearson's r = -0.75 (P < 0.0009).

tude had a negative correlation with warm
thermal sensation threshold in diabetic
subjects with neuropathy further supports this underlying relationship. The
warm thermal threshold is a functional
measure of small sensory afferents (Cfibers) in the periphery, and impairment
of this function was paralleled by a reduction ofvasomotion. That is, the lower the
amplitude of vasomotion, the higher the
warm thermal sensory threshold. This is
to be expected because a high degree of
C-fiber dysfunction leaves sympathetic
adrenergic receptors constituting the central reflex pathway without thermal input.
Thus, only local myogenic regulation of
tone remains in the vessels upstream of
those being sampled, depriving them of
sympathetic discharge and, consequently, vasomotion. Further support for
this notion will require testing the effects
of a specific blockade of C-fiber function
on vasomotion in healthy control subjects.
Predictably the function of larger
(myelinated) sensory fibers reflected by
vibration and cold sensation was not related to vasomotion. Surprisingly though,
we did not find a relationship between
vasomotion and three measures of cardiac
autonomic function. One plausible explanation for this lack of correlation is that
peripheral autonomic function, possibly
responsible for control of vasomotion in
these peripheral vessels, may be independent of our measures of central (vagal and
sympathetic) autonomic function. It will
be interesting to correlate these findings
with other measures of peripheral sympathetic tone such as quantitative sudorimetry, a measure of local sympathetic regulation of sweat gland regulation (12).
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